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Transitions 
Editing 

 

Transitions = words that connect sentences and paragraphs. 

             Transitions give flow and clarity to your writing. 

    Examples: 

  First, the soap was poured into the bucket. 

  Then water was added to make suds. 

  Next, the cars were washed by the students. 
 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences with a transition word. Underline the transition. 

1.  the yo-yo is a spinning toy. a painted greek vase from 500 bc records its earliest use   

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

2.  pedro flores was a filipino immigrant he brought yo-yo to America in 1928 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 
 

3.  pedro start a factory in santa barbara, ca. he start two more in los angeles 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

4.  his three Factorys employed 600 workers they produced 300,000 units a day 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

5.  pedro improvd the yo-yo’s design she added a loop at the end of the string  

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

6.  the loop allow the yo-yo to Spin without moving it is called “sleeping” 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 
 

Transitions are like sandpaper: they smooth and polish your writing. 

 

 

 

7.  a sleeping yo-yo allows user to perform trick “Walk the Dog” is a yo-yo tricks 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

8.  usual yo-yo sleep time is 10-20 seconds expensive yo-yos can sleep 1-4 minute 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

9.  the sleep World Record is 30 minutes this yo-yo had a spinning ball-bearing axle 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

10.  yo-yo purchases declined after world war 2. its interest re-emerged in the 1960’s  

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

11.  television ads colorful new designs and national contests helps increased sales 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

12.  a freestyle contest let’s user’s perform there routine routines last 1-3 minute 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

13.  today yo-yo is very popular in japan the name likely originate from the philippine 

      Ilokano language word “yoyo” 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

Transitions 
Editing 

 

Transitions = words that connect sentences and paragraphs. 

             Transitions give flow and clarity to your writing. 

    Examples: 

  First, the soap was poured into the bucket. 

  Then water was added to make suds. 

  Next, the cars were washed by the students. 
 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences with a transition word. Underline the transition. 

1.  the yo-yo is a spinning toy. a painted greek vase from 500 bc records its earliest use   

            The yo-yo is a spinning toy. Furthermore, a painted Greek vase from 500 B.C. records its    

            earliest use. 

2.  pedro flores was a filipino immigrant he brought yo-yo to America in 1928 

           Pedro Flores was a Filipino immigrant. In addition, he brought yo-yo to America in 1928.  

3.  pedro start a factory in santa barbara, ca. he start two more in los angeles 

             Pedro started a factory in Santa Barbara, CA. Eventually, he started two more in Los Angeles. 

4.  his three Factorys employed 600 workers they produced 300,000 units a day 

            His three factories employed 600 workers. Overall, they produced 300,000 units a day. 

5.  pedro improvd the yo-yo’s design she added a loop at the end of the string  

      Pedro improved the yo-yo’s design. For example, he added a loop at the end of the string.  

6.  the loop allow the yo-yo to Spin without moving it is called “sleeping” 

     The loop allows the yo-yo to spin without moving. Thus, it is called “sleeping”. 
 

 

Transitions are like sandpaper: they smooth and polish your writing. 

 

 

7.  a sleeping yo-yo allows user to perform trick “Walk the Dog” is a yo-yo tricks 

          A sleeping yo-yo allows users to perform tricks. For instance, “Walk the Dog” is a yo-yo trick. 

8.  usual yo-yo sleep time is 10-20 seconds expensive yo-yos can sleep 1-4 minute 

      Usual yo-yo sleep time is 10-20 seconds. However, expensive yo-yos can sleep 1-4 minutes.  

9.  the sleep World Record is 30 minutes this yo-yo had a spinning ball-bearing axle 

       The sleep world record is 30 minutes. However, this yo-yo had a spinning ball-bearing axle. 

10.  yo-yo purchases declined after world war 2. its interest re-emerged in the 1960’s  

       Yo-yo purchases declined after World War II. Likewise, its interest re-emerged in the 1960’s.  

11.  television ads colorful new designs and national contests helps increased sales 

     Generally, television ads, colorful new designs, and national contests helped increase sales. 

12.  a freestyle contest let’s user’s perform there routine routines last 1-3 minute 

      A freestyle contest lets users perform their routine. Usually, routines last 1-3 minutes.   

13.  today yo-yo is very popular in japan the name likely originate from the philippine 

      Ilokano language word “yoyo” Today, yo-yo is very popular in Japan. In addition, the name  

      likely originated from the Philippine Ilokano language word “yoyo”. 
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